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Abstract

   This document clarifies requirements for IPv6 routers with respect to
   the Hop-by-Hop (HBH) Options Extension Header.  These requirements
   are applicable to all IPv6 routers, regardless of whether they
   maintain a strict separation between forwarding and control plane
   hardware.  In this respect, this document updates RFC 2460 and RFC

7045.

   This document also describes forwarding plane procedures for
   processing the HBH Options Extension Header.  These procedures are
   applicable to implementations that maintain a strict separation
   between forwarding and control plane implementations.

   The procedures described herein satisfy the above mentioned
   requirements by processing HBH Options on the forwarding plane to the
   greatest degree possible.  If a packet containing HBH Options must be
   dispatched to the control plane, it is rate limited before
   dispatching.  In order to comply with the requirements of this
   specification, implementations may execute the procedures described
   herein or any other procedures that result in compliant behavior.

Status of This Memo

   This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
   provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF).  Note that other groups may also distribute
   working documents as Internet-Drafts.  The list of current Internet-
   Drafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
   time.  It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   This Internet-Draft will expire on September 4, 2016.
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Copyright Notice

   Copyright (c) 2016 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
   document authors.  All rights reserved.

   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   In IPv6 [RFC2460], optional Internet-layer information is encoded in
   extension headers that may be placed between the IPv6 header and the
   upper-layer header.  Currently, eleven extension headers are defined.
   Among them is the Hop-by-Hop (HBH) Options Extension header.  Unlike
   any other extension header, the HBH Options Extension header is
   examined by every node that a packet visits en route to its
   destination.

   The HBH Extension Header contains one or more HBH Options.  Each HBH
   Option contains a type identifier.  Appendix B of this document
   provides a list of currently defined HBH options.

   Some HBH Options contain information that is useful to a router's
   forwarding plane.  In this document, we call these options "HBH
   forwarding options".  Among these is the Jumbo Payload Option
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   [RFC2675].  The Jumbo Payload Option indicates the payload length of
   the packet that carries it.  While this information is required to
   forward the packet, it can be discarded as soon as the packet has
   been forwarded.

   By contrast, other HBH Options contain information that is useful to
   a router's control plane.  In this document, we call these options
   "HBH control options".  Among these is the Router Alert Option
   [RFC2711].  The Router Alert Option informs transit routers that the
   packet carrying it contains information to be consumed by the
   router's control plane.  In many cases, this information is used to
   forward subsequent packets.

   Finally, the Pad and Pad1 options contain no information at all.
   These are included to ensure word-alignment of subsequent options and
   headers.

   Many modern routers maintain a strict separation between forwarding
   plane hardware and control plane hardware.  In these routers,
   forwarding plane bandwidth is plentiful, while control plane
   bandwidth is constrained.  In order to protect scarce control plane
   resources, these routers enforce policies the restrict access from
   the from the forwarding plane to the control plane.  Effective
   policies address packets containing the HBH Options Extension header,
   because HBH control options require access from the forwarding lane
   to the control plane.

   Many network operators perceive HBH Options to be a breach of the
   separation between the forwarding and control planes
   [I-D.ietf-v6ops-ipv6-ehs-in-real-world].  Therefore, some network
   operators discard all packets containing the HBH Options Extension
   Header, while others forward the packets but ignore the HBH Options.
   Still other operators severely rate-limit packets containing the HBH
   Options Extension Header.  In addition, some (notably older)
   implementations send all packets containing a HBH header to the
   control plane even if they contain only pad options, resulting in an
   effect DOS on the router and inconsistent drops among those packets
   due to rate limiting or other factors.

   [RFC7045] legitimizes the current state of affairs, severely limiting
   the utility of HBH options.  In the words of RFC 7045:

      "The IPv6 Hop-by-Hop Options header SHOULD be processed by
      intermediate forwarding nodes as described in RFC2460.  However,
      it is to be expected that high-performance routers will either
      ignore it or assign packets containing it to a slow processing
      path.  Designers planning to use a Hop-by-Hop option need to be
      aware of this likely behaviour."
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   This document clarifies requirements for IPv6 routers with respect to
   the HBH Options Extension Header.  These requirements are applicable
   to all IPv6 routers, regardless of whether they maintain a strict
   separation between forwarding and control plane hardware.  In this
   respect, this document updates RFC 2460 and RFC 7045.

   This document also describes forwarding plane procedures for
   processing the HBH Options Extension Header.  These procedures are
   applicable to implementations that maintain a strict separation
   between forwarding and control plane hardware.

   The procedures described herein satisfy the above mentioned
   requirements by processing HBH Options on the forwarding plane to the
   greatest degree possible.  If a packet containing HBH Options must be
   dispatched to the control plane, it is rate limited before
   dispatching.  In order to comply with the requirements of this
   specification, implementations can execute the procedures described
   herein or any other procedures that result in compliant behavior.

1.1.  Requirements Language

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.  Requirements

   This section clarifies requirements for IPv6 routers with respect to
   the HBH Options Extension Header.  These requirements are applicable
   to all IPv6 routers, regardless of whether they maintain a strict
   separation between forwarding and control plane hardware.

   o  REQ1: Implementations MUST NOT discard otherwise forwardable
      packets because the contain the HBH Options Extension header.
      While an implementation MAY be configured to discard packets
      containing the HBH Options Extension Header, this MUST NOT be the
      default behavior.

   o  REQ 2: Implementations MUST scan the entire HBH Options Extension
      header, processing unrecognized options as described in

Section 4.2 of RFC 2460.  Specifically, if an implementation
      receives a packet that contains an unrecognized HBH Option, the
      implementation MUST examine the first two bits of the Type
      indicator contained by the unrecognized option.  Those bits
      determine whether the implementation will a) continue to process
      the packet, b) discard the packet without sending an ICMP message
      or c) discard the packet and send an ICMP message.
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   o  REQ 3: If an implementation receives a packet that contains
      multiple unrecognized HBH Options, and at least one of those
      unrecognized options contains a Type indicator whose first two bit
      are 01, the implementation MUST discard the packet, without
      sending an ICMP message.  The implementation MUST NOT send an ICMP
      message, even if one of the other unrecognized options contains a
      Type indicator that begins with 10 or 11.

   o  REQ 4: Implementations MUST protect themselves against denial of
      service attack against the control plane are propagated through
      HBH Options.  These protections MUST be enabled by default,
      without special configuration.

   o  REQ 5: Implementations MUST protect themselves against denial of
      service attack against the control plane are propagated through
      HBH Options.  These protections MAY require special configuration.

   o  REQ 6: The originator of a packet MAY insert the HBH Options
      Extension header between the IPv6 header and the upper-layer
      header.  It MAY also insert HBH Options inside of the HBH Options
      header.  Transit routers MUST NOT insert the HBH Options Extension
      header between the IPv6 header and the upper-layer header.
      Furthermore, they MUST NOT add or delete HBH Options inside of the
      HBH Options Extension header.

   o  REQ 7: Implementations SHOULD support a configuration option that
      limits the set of HBH Options that they recognize.  For example,
      assume that an implementation recognizes a particular HBH Option.
      Using this configuration option, an operator can cause the
      implementation to behave as if it does not recognize that option.
      This MAY be configured a a side effect of other functionality.
      For example, an implementation might not recognize the Router
      Alert Option unless a protocol that relies on the Router Alert
      Option (e.g., RSVP) is configured.

   o  REQ 8: The HBH Options Extension Header can contain as many as
      2056 bytes.  Some implementation are not capable of processing
      extension headers of that length.  When an implementation receives
      a packet that it cannot process due to its HBH Options Extension
      Header length, the implementation MUST discard the packet and send
      an ICMP Parameter Problem message the packet source.  ICMP
      Parameter Problem Code MUST be "Long Extension Header" (value TBD)
      and the ICMP Parameter Problem Pointer MUST contain the offset of
      HBH Options Extension Header.
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3.  Proposed Procedures

   This section describes forwarding plane procedures for processing the
   HBH Options Extension Header.  These procedures are applicable to
   implementations that maintain a strict separation between forwarding
   and control plane hardware.

   The procedures described below process HBH Options on the forwarding
   plane to the greatest degree possible.  If a packet containing HBH
   Options must be dispatched to the control plane, it is rate limited
   before dispatching.  In order to comply with the requirements of

Section 2, implementations can execute the procedures described
   herein or any other procedures that result in compliant behavior.

   Having received a packet containing the HBH Options Extension header,
   the forwarding plane determines whether the HBH Options Extension
   Header is too long for it to process.  If so, the forwarding plane
   discards the packet and sends an ICMP Parameter Problem message to
   the packet source.  ICMP Parameter Problem Code is set to "Long
   Extension Header" and the ICMP Parameter Problem Pointer is set to
   the offset of HBH Options Extension Header.

   If the HBH Options Extension Header is not too long to process, the
   forwarding plane hardware scans the header, assigning it to one of
   the following classes:

   o  Discard

   o  Dispatch to control plane

   o  Forward, ignoring all HBH Option

   o  Forward, processing selected HBH Options

   Forwarding plane hardware discards the packet if the HBH Options
   Extension Header contains an unrecognized option whose Type indicator
   begins with 01, 10 or 11.  Forwarding plane hardware sends an ICMP
   message if required.  See Section 2 REQ 2 and REQ 3 for details.

   If the packet is not discarded, and the HBH Options Extension header
   contains at least one recognized control option, the forwarding plane
   subjects the packet to a rate-limit and dispatches it to the control
   plane

   Otherwise, if the HBH Options Extension header contains only the
   following option types, the packet is forwarded without further HBH
   Option processing:
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   o  Pad or Pad1

   o  Unrecognized options whose Type indicator begins with 00

   Otherwise, the forwarding plane process forwarding options and
   forwards the packet

4.  IANA Considerations

   IANA is requested to assign a new entry to the ICMP Parameter Problem
   Code registry.  The name of this code is "Long Extension Header".

5.  Security Considerations

   This document contributes to the security of IPv6 routers, by
   defining forwarding plane procedures for the processing of HBH
   Options.  These procedures are applicable to implementations that
   maintain a strict separation between forwarding and control plane
   hardware.

   The procedures described below process HBH Options on the forwarding
   plane to the greatest degree possible.  If a packet containing HBH
   Options must be dispatched to the control plane, it is rate limited
   before dispatching.
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   IETF 94 Update:  Sections 2.2, 2..3, and 2.4 moved to an appendix
      reflecting (negative) working group viewpoint on the modification
      of packet length in flight.

      The content of this document is likely to be subsumed into 2460bis
      [I-D.ietf-6man-rfc2460bis], but is held separate for the present
      discussion.

      A new section 2.2 added detailing conceptual processing model for
      HBH options.

Appendix B.  HBH Options
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